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About This Game

Find out who's the deadliest gunslinger of all. Challenge your friends to a duel on the internet or over LAN and prove once for
all that you draw the fastest.

Duel VR is a multiplayer western VR game of whizzing bullets, broken glass, explosions and a bad comedy. Show that you have
the fastest gun and sharpest aim in the wild west that is The Internet.
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Visit 4 PvE and 4 PvP arenas with their unique features and quirks.

The game contains many objects with individual physical behaviours. Enjoy breaking bottles, splitting bones, cutting wood, or
just blowing stuff up. And yeah, the birds.

Hone your skills with one of four variously controlled and behaving weapons:

 The Rifle

 The Revolver

 The Axe

 The Bow

Pick one of 8 hand-crafted characters to take the bullets for you in the online battles.
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Title: Duel VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Early Access
Developer:
Booster Space
Publisher:
Greenlight Games
Release Date: 1 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit only)

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or similar

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 or similar

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: HTC Vive

English
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kidding me? this is damn good game u all need to try. never got bored with this game. Buy this game, !!!. I have the
requirements installed and meet the hardware prerequisites, but it keeps crashing when I start the game. Looked cool but I'll
never know buying a dud.. Honestly I only got it with the bundle. It looked pretty cool being able to form the environment and
what not but it is not user friendly. The viewing controls along with the speed of looking\/ moving around is too difficult. Maybe
theres some setting to fix it but I dont know. Im more stuck on the other software to put any time into this one.. cheap game and
big fun. oh gosh my butt! 10/10. very cool would buy again. I love hidden object games and was happy to find one with an
Egyptian theme, but this game really is remarkably bad. I got halfway through the chapters in less than an hour and couldn't
convince myself to play it any longer. The story isn't compelling, the dialog is trite, and the hidden object scenes are all neutral-
colored pixellated junkpiles. It's a neat idea to play through the story as different family members, but clearer graphics and a
more logical story direction would have made a world of difference.. Great character, probably one of ther greatest designs.
She's fun to play and it's nice that she comes with her own story, too.. I don't recommend getting this dlc, b\/c when I try to play
said dlc the game menu brings up the store page.. An addicting game with a unique play style. Definitely worth checking out!
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It's ok. On the surface it's a good tower defense game with caterpillars fighting each other with machine guns and such. My
main problem with the game is that have to grind a little in order to progress by going back to previous levels and earning more
apples to upgrade your army. Don't get me wrong, it's still a fun game but the grinding took me out of the moment and I was just
not feeling it for the game. 6/10 for me.. Fun Game!

A lot of fun figuring out the most powerful combos to beat each level with. Only thing that I don't like is having to wait for the
credits every time I beat the last boss. Other than that a really fun game.. This game has taught me a lot about myself and life. I
always thought I was good at game, but this game proved me wrong. The biggest lesson I learned from this game is that failure is
not the end.

Although I failed a lot, it was fun failure.

I made a short video about Chrono Ghost play, and you can check more about the game here.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OIq1F49S7xs&index=3&list=PLY-sxvsjfLmVaD6zHW9Qe2PM4U0CcqqIl&t=0s. Very
nice, I was pleasantly surprised when I opened up to find the terrain already there ready to go.

It's a lot better than the ones I've used before over the years you can get up and running very quickly with a high quality terrain.

Once the updates which import into Unity 5 and Axis come out this will be the best ever.

I recommend it for now and await the promised updates.

"Just as I thought, the devs have listened and already released the Unity 5 import of the terrain"

Way to go guys ... nice. Far worse than the 59 cents I spent on this game, I want my five minutes of wasted time back.

This is nothing like the first level of spore, the controls are terrible and gameplay is limited.

In five minutes I achieved all 26 achievements without intending to. I swam around and died once.
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